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MERITS

~

DEMERITS.

The advisability of putting down an inclined shaft
in preference to the vertical type should be carefully
considered before a definite choice is made.

One, of

course, presupposes the eXistence of a dipping ore body
that is to be prospected or developed for subsequent
mining.

Unless a vein has been previously developed

there is no certainty that it maintains the same degree
of pitch for any great; distance below surface.

If

straight, the proposed inclined shaft may depart considerably fram the downward course of the \ein with the
result, that, at least aome of the anticipated advantages
of the shaft have not been realized.

On the other hand

a shaft whioh changes its dip is apt to prove either very
costly in construction or inefficient for hoisting
purposes.
The nature of the vein and its walls aa regards
hardness and strength is a major item of consideration,
because any disturbance due to subsidence or caving
would be disastrous when mining operations are begun.

The hanging wall of an inclined shaft is, of course, more
difficult to support in weak ground than the walls of a
vertical shaft.

Where vein material is soft and apt to

caveJ and the walls are strong, inclined shafts are usually
put down in the footwall side on the vein.

Shafts so

placed have the advantage over vertical shafts of being
cloaer to loading chutes thus per.mitting shorter hauls.
If a shaft can be sunk in the ore, returns fram the ore
extracted will at least partially pay for the work as
well as render valuable infor.mation as to its grade and camposition,

Frequently the vein material is softer than

the walls, yet narrow enough to be wi thin the short dimension of the shaft, thus per.mitting easier drilling and
better progress in sinking.
Experience has shown that, in general, the maintenance
of inclined shafts materially exceeds that of vertioal
shafts.

The reason for this may be that the inclined

shafts are more often put down in soft rock and pass
through faulted zones, whereas, the vertical shafts are
usually in the fir.m wall rock.

However, in any well con-

structed shaft,where the walls are reasonably firm, shaft
maintenance is a relatively small item of the mining expense
and the lower first cost of the inclined shaft might easily
offset the ext ra cost of shaft repai r.
-2-

The pOBsi ble

conditlons which warrant the selection of the inclined.
shaft are, therefore; the opportunity of marketing the
material extracted fram the shaft,

~oft

vein material

and finn walls pennitting faster sinking, short crosscute or no crosscuts at all from shaft to vein, and
shorter haul to the shaft.
Inclined

sh~fts

of less than 60 degree dip are less

common than those exceeding 60 degree dip, and often present special problems in sinking and eqUipping.

They

are apt to differ particularly in the timbering, laying
of the rails, the type of skips employed and manner of
loading and dumping.

This discussion will, therefore,

be confined to shafts havi\ng an inclination greater
than 60 degrees to the horizontal.

The location of the shaft is an
ation fram the standpoint of
position of
portation.

surf~ce

i~portant

dralna~~,

consider-

topography,

eqUipment, waste disposal and trans-

The placing of a shaft in a gulch or below

a considerable water shed is to be avoided since there is
a chanoe of flooding the mine and endangering the lives
of workmen.

Seepage through soil and loose rocks 1s

-3-

certain to be leas in a more elevated position.
att~pt

An

should be made to avoid faulted zones, water

courses and weak strata in the path of the proposed
shaft.

An endless amount of trouble can be encount-

ered due to an excess of water or bad ground, or both,
beoause the cropping and surrounding rock was not
studied suffioiently from a geological stiRndpoint.
Diamond drill testa

~re

frequently made and even explor-

atory shafts are sunk as a measure of examining
oonditions below the surface.

Time and labor spent

in stripping covering and making trenches at the Burface before investments in equipment are made is a
wise procedure.

This pennits a geological stUdy of

the vein and a systamatic sampling.
Due consideration should be given the location
of a shaft with respect to the mill or mill site.

It

is desirable to have the shaft at a pl&oe which will
afford transportation of the ore by gravity to the crushing plant.

Mill tailings and mine waste must be dis-

posed of and ample room and convenient location shOUld
be allowed for both.
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Most inclined shafts are rectangular in cross
section and usually

~onsist

of two, three, four or

more compa.rtments arra.nged side by side on the line
of the st rike.

1 nclined ahafts of three compartments

are the most cammon. consisting of two hoisting compartments and one pipe and ladder compartment.
compartment shafts are best suited for

The three

mo~erate

pro-

ducti on. because from 20 to 40% of the operating time
is spent in handling men and supplies.

However, it

the two hoisting compartments are of size sufficient to
accomodate skips of at least five ton capacity eaCh,
and fast winding hoists are provided. l.t is not out of
the ordinary to hoist 1500 tons per day from an inclined
depth ot 1000 feet.

The size of the oompartments for

hoisting depend upon the horizontal area of the skip or
bucket. thiokness of stringers and rails or skids. a.nd
clearance.

This usually ranges from a 4' x

secti on for one ton ski ps to 51"

5'

croes

x 7' for ten ton skips.

The compartment for ladders and piping shOUld never be
Ieee than three feet in length, and if

~onsiderable

is apt to be encountered. a compartment of

-5-

5'

or

6'

water
in

length is advisable.

The cross sectional dimensions in-

aide of timbers are therefore determined by the size of
the skips to be used in hoisting ore. and the number and
size of pipes. conduits. etc., that will be installed in
the ladder and pipe

~ompartment.

The size of timbers required depends upon the load
they are to bear.
factor

This is usually a rather indefinite

in considering a new shaft. hence it is well to

delay the installation of permanent timbers until aome
information concerning the tendency of the ground to
stR.nd or Cave has been gained.

When the size of timbers

has been decided upon the full size of shaft outside of
timbers is generally computed as the sum of compartments
in the clear, plUS the width of

timber~,

plUS 4 inches

outside of timbers in all sides •

.E Q.UI PMENT •

Perhaps no branch of mining has recei ved more careful attention than shaft sinking.
ily

The shRft is necessar-

expensive to put down and equip. and upon completion

it is the heart of the mine from an operating standpoint.
For these reasons the best and most efficient equipment
should be selected.

In the long run good

-6-

ma~hinery,even

at a higher price. will be an eConomy because the operation will be reasonably free fram mechanical troubles.
Further.more dependable machinery is a good insurance
agai net accidents.

The kind and amount of equipment

necessary depends largely upon the size and depth of
the proposed shaft as well

as~be

nature of the rock

and amount of water encountered.
Shafts are put down under a variety of circumstances;

same at properties which are already in the

stage of production and both

pow~r

and compressed air

can be readily transmitted to the site of a new shaft;
same in districts where central power plants exist and
branch lines Can be erected; and eome in more isolated
regions where power must be produced at the place of
operation.

The power question is greatly simplified

in the first two instances.

At the producing mine a

power line and step down transfor.mers are installed.
The air is piped through not less than a three inch
line to a receiver.

In the second instance a motor

driven air compressor must be installed.
In the more isolated regions all eqUipment inclUding some type of engine must be purchased.

-7-

delivered to and installed at the place of operation.
In the purchase of an engine the fuel consumption per
horsepower and cost of the fuel are essential items of
consideration.

The Deisel type is perhaps the beat

Buited for such work.

When operated at full load this

type will consume about

.45

power.

Under

v~riable

lbs. of oil per brake horse-

lOad such as hoisting the con-

sumption would no doubt be greater but by no means
excessive.

The simplest arrangement for power is an

engine driven air compressor of sufficient size to
provide air for both hoisting and drilling.
eleotric hoist, however, meets greater

fa~r

The
than the

compressed air hoist because they are easier to control,
have better mechanical efficienty and the eleotrio motors
have un1for.m torque.

In the electrio hoist arrangement

there is the added cost of providing a generator either
direct connected or belted to the engine, and the cost of
motors to drive the separate units.

The latter arrange-

ment, while more expensive in first cost and installation,
lends flexibility to the operation, in that small machines
such as grinding wheels, blowers, etc., may be motor
dri ven.

..8-

It is very important that the proper size and
kind of engine, hoist and compressor be selected.
The

oper~tor

knowing the size of shaft he intends to

put down vdll also know about how many rock drills
will be operating at one time and he Can perhaps make
some kind of estimate of the amount of wRter to be
pumped.

He will know the approximate Aize of skip or

bucket he intends to use and can calculatB the necessary horsepower reqUired for hoisting.

If, for instance,

he plans a shaft 17' x 9' outside dimensions in ground
of medium hardness, four 5Q1 jackhammers in use at one
time should be sufficient.

Of these it 1s doubtful

if more than three would be drilling continuously.

At

a pressure of 90 lbs. per sq. inch the three machines
will use about 285 cu. ft. of free air per mtnute.
About 100 cu.ft. per minute should be allowed for the
steel sharpener.

Assuming the flow of water to be not

more than 40 gal. per mi nute, a small c anpreesed air
driven sinker pump will lift this amount a height of
400 feet with an air consumption of ll? cu. ft. per

minute.
The maximum demand for air would therefore be
about ,00 cu. ft. per minute.

-9-

Allowing for losses due

to leakage and friction it would be safe to provide for
a delivery of 520 cu. ft. at the compressor.

At an

altitUde of 7000 ft., for instance, an increase of
26.7% in vtlume is necessary to give an efficiency
equivalent to Bea level, or approximately 660 cu. ft.
in this case.

To compress adiabatically 660 cu. ft.

of free air at 7000 ft. altitude to

100 pounds pressure

by two stage campression,a11owing 15% for friction, requires about 100 horsepower.

A single drum electric

hoiet, driven by a 25 hp. motor is sufficient for sinking a shaft of this size.

About 15 hp. should be

allowed for small equipment such as blowers, grinding
wheels, etc., making the total of 140 hp. required.
Allowing for altitude and electrical losses air engine
with 175 hp. Bea level rating should suffice.
In addition to the equipment mentioned above a
forge'/~teel sharpener,~fan't~eadframe'j~in,

ore buckets

or skip, cars, drill steel, hose and a repair shop must
be provided.

For sinking to a depth of 400 or 500 feet

a simple wooden head frame such as that shown in
1

figure 1 is suitable.

This headframe should be de-

signed in such a way that it will not conflict with the

-10-
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Fig,1. Headframe and Ore Bin for Sil7kil?lj'
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erection of a permanent structure while the shaft sinking 1s still in progress.

It must also be independent

of B.ny shaft timbers.
In the matter of hoisting the use of buckets is a
simple I'tnd pract 1cal method for sha.llow depths.

How-

evert inasmuch as the shaft is apt to be equipped for
skip ho1sting eventually,

parti~ularly

if the mine is

to produce in excess of 100 tons per daYt the skip and
track installation may

~s

well proceed with the sinking

and timberine, thus avoiding double labor and extra
material.
Buckets are applicable to small prospects where
first costs are to be kept to a minimum.

In such case

it is common practice to use a half ton steel bucket with
the bail fastened to ears at the rim and lugs attached
below the center of gravity.

This bucket can be dumped

automatically by the method as shown in figures 2 to 6
inclusive.

The bucket 1s pulled up or lowered on skids

set at such an angle as to per.m1t mnooth movement.

The

lugs do not rest on the skids either ascending or descending until the point of dumping is reached, where the skids
are channeled out on the inside.

At this place the

bucket sinks low enough to allow the lU€)3to rest on the
-11-

Fig.S.

Fig.b.

Var i OV$

Positiol?s of tl?e Bucket
11

In

Dumping.

skids.

Just above this the lugs drop in notches.

The bucket is lowered to an overturning position and
dumped, then pUlled back up far enough to pass above
the latches on the inside of the skids.
is lowered the lugs Fire

~evented

When the bucket

from entering the

notches by the latches which overturn to a position in
which the flared end.s stop aga.inst the skid,.
bucket again descends on down the shaft.

The

The skids

may be ma.de of 6 1t x 6 11 or 8" x 8" timbers sawed diagonally or at an angle best suited to oonfonn to the
shape of the bucket.
In sinking the larger and deeper inc11.ned shafts
the skip is more generally used.

In order to hasten

the removal of muck two compartments are frequently
equipped with a skip in each, and two single drum
hoists are used.

Such an arrangement will more than

pay for the cost of the extra skip and hoist in saving
of labor, if the shaft is to be deep.

For sinking

purposes it is advantageous to have the skip as sha.llow
as possible for a given capacity,in order that the muck
does not have to be lifted

80

high

necessary strain on the muckers.

t=l,S

to ple.ce un-

The back or side

away from the wheels sho'u.ld be cut away at the top.
-12-

There are two general types of skips for inclined tracks,
the more common type being those having the wheels on
axles under the body, and the underslung type in which
the wheels are on

trunnions set in heavy plates bolt-

ed to the sides.

I n the le.tter type there is very

little chance for derailment if the body of the skip
extends below the rail heads.

However, the former

type performs satisfactorily under favorable conditions,
and coets

les~

than the other type.

The skip 1s made

of boiler plate and should be reinforced on the bottom
and rear end.

For dips exceeding 60 degree the bail

should be e.ttached slightly below the horizontal center
line of the body and at a potnt about one-third of the
length of the skip forward of the rear end.

The front

wheels are of standard tread while the rear wheels have
treads of

5" or 6'· width to suit the dumping arrangement.

The skips are dumped by turning the main track to a
horizontal position on which the front wheels follow.
while the rear wheels continue on auxiliary trackB of
the shaft inclination but set at wider guage. (see
figure 7).
The drilling equipment which is needed depends

-13-
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Fig,7. Tne Skip ol?d Manner of Dumping.
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somewhat on the hardness of the ground and whether
the shaft will be dry for a considerable depth or wet
throughout.

In medium or soft ground,jackhammers of

approximately 50 lbs. weight using 7/8 inch hexagon
steel are found suitable.

If the shaft is dry the

drill should be of the wet type and the steel hollow.
In hard ground a 90 pound drifter without the shell
a.nd equipped with handles. ppecial backhead, B.nd
1 inch hexagon chuck for steel of that size will
permit of much faster drilling.

The hardness of

the ground will also control the amount of steel
necessary and the guage change of the bits.

An

average guage change is 1/8 inch with changes of
steel

1.

ft. in length.

Bet namely; 2,

Using four lengths to the

3•• 5 and 6tft. with a starting guage

of 2 1/8 in. a hole can be bottomed at 6 ft. with

It

in. guage finisher.

This allows for the use of

1 1/8 in. powder.
The air line ehould not be smaller than 2 inches
in diameter and never advanced closer than 50 ft. of
the bottom of the shaft.

A very convenient method of

transporting air to the drills is by the uee of a

ma.nifold (see figure 14) atta.ched to a 35 ft. length
of hose having the same inside diameter as the main
air line to which it is connected.
,0' lengths of
the drills.

A number of

t inch air hose convey the air from

Each line fram the manifold is equipped

with a line oiler and plug valve.
fold for water should be provided.

A smaller maniThe manifold can

be suspended fram the bottom of the skip and lowered
into. or raised out of the shaft.

The

t

inch air

hoses can be coiled inside the skip and the large
ai'r hose is pUlled up and tied to the ehaft timbers
when the round is blasted.

This arrangement de-

creases the chance of fittings and connectione being
lost, e. condition which eo frequently proves a time
waster in many mines.
Pumping is usually done by air driven Cameron
pumps, the smaller eize being preferred because they
are easier to handle.

Two No.7 or No.8 pumps are

more practical than one No.10 if the pumping reqUirement
does not exceed 100 gal. per minute.

Heavy rubber

hose is used in the discharge line between the pump
and water column to prevent injUry to the pipe
connections, d.ue to vi bration of the pumps.

These

pumps can be used to relay the water but for deep
shaft work it is more practical to cut stations at
certain intervals and install electrically driven
mUltistage centrifugal pumps or plunger pumps.

It

is well to provide at the pumping station a eeries
of tanks connected together near the top in order to
settle out as much of the sand and grit as possible.
There are centrifugal pumps on the market which employ the use of rubber impellers and rubber shell
liners, thus greatly reducing the maintenance cost
due to abras1on.
The qUick removal of powder smoke, end gases
from a shaft is not an easy matter.

While fans or

blowers are usually installed,the compressed air is
introduced one way or another in most cases.
fans

c~.ll

Suction

for the use of metal tubing whi ch ordinarily

does not withstand the destructive effect of concussion
due to blasting.

Electric blasting, which is generally

used in shaft sinking, is particularly disastrous to
pipe rolled from light sheets.

For blowing air into

the shaft, flexible canVRS or jute tubing, which can
be lowered fran the collar of the shaft by a windlass,
is morepractical.

The end of the tubing may be

-16-

attached to the bail of the bucket or skip and the two
lowered at the same rate to prevent the tubing fram
hanging on the shaft timbers.

A spray arrangement in

which a jet of compressed air meets a jet of water
under pressure is very effective, because of the fact
that, a number of poisonous gases from exploded or
burned powder are partially soluble in water.

After

the blast the spray is turned on for about five minutes,
producing a dense fog and settling the smoke and dust.
For safe and efficient work some lighting arrs.ngement should be provided.

The circuit should be a two-

wire lead covered cable of 1/14 wire ending in a socket
about

75

feet fran the bottom into which an extension

cable fran the light is plugged.

The permanent cable

is fastened to the shaft timbers and the extension
with

l~p

and reflector is removed before each blast.

The lamp should be 300 watt capacity provided with
metallic reflector and hood.
If the steel sharpener is to be solely in conjunotion with shaft sinking work one of the smaller
sizes, such as the No.34 Ingersoll-Rand or Class C
Sulli van Machinery designed for sharpening jackhammer
steel. will be adequate.

Dollies, dolly springs,

-17-

holding di es I guaging blocks I n.nd formers must be
supplied according to neede.

The shop must be pro-

vided with a small furnace for forging and tempering.
Oil fed by gravity from a tank at a head of six feet
nnd atomized by compressed Rir is a

co~~only

used fuel.

No better time Saver can be adapted than a good
repair shop close to the shaft.

This shop should be

provided with a work bench, vise, extra rock drill
parts, hooe fittings and menders,pipe fittings, stock
and dies for bolt and pipe threading, chain and rope
blocks, timber jack, wrenches, hammers, saws, axes,
files and e number of lesser items.

As work progresses

such a shop becomes indispensable.

-

THE

OOLLAR.

It is best to start a shaft where solid rock outcrope, but if this is not possible, a pit, of size
large enough to permit the building of a solid concrete
wall around the proposed shaft, should be dug to bed
rock.

The inside dimensions of the

~tructure

should

be great enough to peDnit the placing of regular shaft
sets in perfect alignment with those below.

These

inside dimensions are meRsured in a

p1~ne

normal to the

dip of the shaft and the inside forms for the foot and
hanging wall conform to the proposed dip.

The concrete

should be set deep enough into the rock to prevent seep·
~ge

of surface water into the shaft.

It should also

set back far enough to furnish a foundation for the
headframe.

The wall should extend above ground surface

at least the thickness of the wall plates, two notches
being left in each end wall to prOVide for the placing
of the

~nglng

position.

wall and footwall plates

in their proper

When the wall has sufficiently set, the

first two timber sets are placed, the upper set resting
horizontally as in a vertical shaft.

The wall plates

extend beyond the conorete wall. a.nd the footwa.l1 plate
is beveled

at the angle of the shaft where the two

stringers are to rest.

The

~raming

having been

previollsly done, the end plates are placed and the set
1s wedged seourely into its permanent position.

The

second set is placed normal to the dip as shown in
figure 1.

-19-

DRILLING

~

BLASTING.

The heavier items of expense such as labor, power
for compressing air, steel sharpening and upkeep of the
drill machines combine to make the drilling the most
costly part of the operation. in the majority of cases.
It is, therefore. imperative that the holes for each
round be accurately spaced and pointed to secure the
maximum breakage in the proper place.

The holes should

be loaded with the right amount of powder to obtain
efficient breaking.

By varying the number of sticks

per hole used in the first two or three rounds the
correct amount for the kind of ground being broken can
be pretty well

dete~ined.

Experimenting of this kind

i8 costly and should be avoided if any reliable data can
be obtained. but. on the other hand, it is apt to effect
a considerable 8aving of powder in sinking a large shaft.
The necessity for proper

rot~tion

in firing the holes i8

so obvious that the matter 18 frequently given little
thought, but, if one or two charges in a round are fired
out of order the work of an entire shift is apt to be
wasted as a reSUlt.

-20-

To avoid lost time on the part of the drillers
all equipment should be looked over between drilling
shifts to see that it is in good working condition
before being lowered into the shaft.

The bottom of

the shaft should be thoroughly cleaned of broken
material where the drilling is to

st~rt

and all

ladders and piping advanced the necessary distance.
Pipe lines are supported by clamps with long
bearing arms resting on stulls or dividers and
end plates.
The most typicgl round for shaft sinking is
that making use of the V cut, as shown in figure 8.
The round is blasted with instantaneous and delay
eleotric blasting caps in the order indicated in
the diagram.

It is smnetimes customary, where the

ground is hard and tight, to shoot only the cut holes
and the first line of relief holes with instantaneous
oaps and shovel out the muck before the remaining
holes are loaded.

The removal of the muck affords a

free face for the remaining relief holee to break to,
resulting in a saving of explosives and a cleaner
break.
-21-
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In large shafts the cut is sanetimes put near
one end to provide for breaking out of about half
of the round first.

This i6 mucked out, sheets of

boiler plate are

down in the bottom and the

l~ld

other half of the round blasted on top of it.
provides for much faster mucking.

This

The round is

shown in fi gure 9.
Figure 10 shows a round which has been used
s~ccessfully

at various mines in the United states

and elsewhere.

Four central holes are drilled in

a line and spaced about 3 inches apart, center to
center.

These holes are not loaded but fonn a

channel to which the

ne~t

two holes break.

Holes

NO.O going first, break to the channel fonning an
open caVity, to which all other holes break in the
order shown.

It is essential that all holes be

parallel and all holes should be the SaIne depth.
Advances of eleven feet per round have been made by
thi s method.
Electric detonators should alwaYs be used in
shaft work.

A sufficient number of the various de-

lays required for the oust om.ary round should be kept
-22-
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~

wi~1? Channel Cut.

in a dry

pla~e

away from other explosives.

If the

shaft is particularly wet water-proof detonators are
used.
only series connections are

recrn~nended

where

blasting machines are used. (s'ee figure 11).

In a

series connection the electric current should have
R

volume of 1.5 amperes.

law, the

volt~ge

Therefore, using Ohm's

required for any given series

cireui t can be found. by ca,lculating the resistance
of the circuit and multiplying by 1.5.
Manufacturers do not recammend the

~onnectlon

of more than fifty detonators in series.

If more

than this number are used they should be connected
in a parallel-seriee circuit, and charged fram a
power circuit.

The wiring arrangement for 24 holee

is shown in figure 13.

Ae an illustration, suppose

we have 60 caps connected in 10 parallel series,
6 caps to the series.

The required current is

10 x 1.5 amps, or 15 amps.

Assuming the caps have

12 foot wi res the resistance of each series is
6 x 1.608 or 9.65 Ohms.

Total cap resistance is

9.65 divided by 10 which equals .965 Ohms.

No.20

connecting wire, which is the size generally employed

-23-

Fic}ll. Series CO""l'lecf·ion for Four Rows of Electric Blasting CapS.

Fig,IZ. Par<illlel Connec-HorJ for Four Rows of E. B.C.

Fig 13. Parallel- Series COl?rJectiol? for four Rows of E.6.C.
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in

sh~ft

work, haa a resistance of 10.15 Ohms per

1000 feet.

Assuming 150 ft. of this is sufficient

the resistance ia that of half ita length or

75 x .001010

= .76

Ohms.

If there are 1000 ft. of

No.14 leading wire its resistance 1s 2.525 Ohms.
Total resistance of the circuit equals 3.566 Ohms.
The voltage reqUired equals 3.566 x 15 or 53.5 volte.
If the

le~dlng

wires are connected to a power

circuit some precaution should be taken

~gainet

any

possibility of current being thrown into the line
at any time except when blasting.

The best means

of preventing such an accident is to keep the switches
connecting the two circuits locked open, the blaster
keeping the key in his pocket.

Another is to keep

the fuses locked in a locker separate from the
awi tch.
It is necessary to make some provision for the
protection of the shaft timbers when blasting.

A

mat made of old hoisting cable woven together and
suspended fram the second to the last set of timbers
by a chain or cable is

qUite serviceable.

Short

lengths of cable sui table for the aree. to be protected
-24-

can be cut with a torch, the ends having been previously tied with wire to prevent unraveling.

The

lengths are then laid in a convenient manner for
cross weaving.

After the mat is formed each cross

is tied with omall wire to make it secure.
If cable is not available green saplings or
sheets of boiler plate may be hung in the shaft.

In

case the mat or boiler plate is used it is best to
provide two of such type that they can be easily
and qUickly hoisted out of the shaft by fastening
them to a ring on the bottom of the skip or
bucket.
MUCK!NG,

Shoveling in a shaft bottom is difficult and
requires about 50.% of the shaft sinking time.

The

writer knows of no mechanical device to be used in
an i ncli ned shaft whi ch will compete wi th hand shoveling.

It is, therefore, imperative that the beet

muckers be obtained, and that every reasonable provision be made to alleviate their labor and hasten
the canpletion of their te.sk.

In shaft bottoms,

,)"Tee

3" hose

I

pt. I i"e

oilers

FiCj.l4. A O,..illir?Cj Mot?ifo/d.

Fig. 15, Inverfed Extet?Sion R.ail Clamped to Track R.ail.
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where the two ends are blasted

alt~rnatelYJ

mucking

is greatly facilitated by laying steel plates to
recei ve the broken rock.

If bue' kets are used for

hoisting J e.n empty bucket should always be ready
at the bottom to avoid. delay.

If the shaft is

large and the rock is hoisted in skips, it is
economical to prOVide two hoists and skips for
two compartments.

In either arrangement provision

must be made for lowering the skip or bucket the
last twenty feet or so beyond the last timber set.
Track for the skip may be extended very satisfactorily by clamping two inverted rails to the main rails
as shown in figure

15.

The base

~f

inverted rails

should be forged flat at the upper ends so that they
do not appreciably obstruct the passage of the skip
wheels.

The rails should be kept from spreading

by means of
needed.

cl~p

rods which can be adjusted as

The two rails are independent of each

other and oan be moved upward or downward along the
bott~

of the shaft.

If skids and bucket are used an inverted ladder
wi th 4" x 4" sides is frequently used.

-26-

The sides

are spaced so that the ladder can be pulled up just
inside the skids when blasting.
TIMBERING.
The matter of selecting the kind of timber to
be used depends largely upon the strength of the walls
and the anticipated useful life of the shaft.

Douglas

spruce is usually conceded to be the best mine timber
for general purposes.

If the shaft is wet timbers will

last indefinitely, but, if damp, the timbers should
be seasoned from two to four months and treated in a
bath of creosote and

6%

zinc chloride.

preservative is heated fram about
212 degrees F.,

~nd

The

90 degrees to

allowed to cool approximately

6 hours for maximum penetration.
The size of the shaft, the weight of the ground
and the service which the shaft is to render detennine
the size
ground is

0

f the timbers.

n:rm,

I n small sha fts, where the

round stulls 8 or 10 inches in diam-

eter, set in hitches in foot and hanging walls artEl
supporting 8" x 8" cross ties or footwall plates, will
suffice.

The stulls are placed nor.mal to the dip

-27-

of the Abaft and tightly wedged.

They are dapped

if necessary, to allow the cross ties to rest
level longitudinally, with the inside faces in
perfect G.li gnment, confonning to the dip of the
shaft.

I!'or light service 6" x 8 tl stringers are

laid end to end parallel to the shaft and bolted to
the cross ties for rail support.

TheBe stringers

are held in position by 6" x 6" spacers and tie
rods placed approximately 8 feet apart to prevent
movement of rails.

The spacers are sawed the

proper length to allow for the exact guage of the
trsok with the rails being exaotly centered on the
stringers.

The rails are next lowered on a

timber truok and placed in position for the proper
guage and securely spiked.

To prevent slippage the

flanges of the rails are notched three or four pla.ces
on each side for the spikes.

Regardless of skip

size nothing lighter than 30 lb. rail should be used
because it is subjected to considerable jar and
might easily became bent.
Azimuth and dip of the shaft are first determined
by transi t

t

the telescope and target being offset fixed

-28-

distances from stulls and cross ties.

After the first

two eets of etulla and wall plates have been placed
the azimuth and dip Can be maintained by means of n
chalk line.

Tacks are driven in the two wall plates

on the center line as

estab~ished

by transit.

A chalk

llme held tightly and just touching these two tacks
will, when extended,determine the center line for the
next set of stulls and wall plate.
a

To determine dip,

triangular straight edge, ,nth top side horizontal

when the bearbng edge js at the reqUired inclination,
is most serviceable.
three eets.

The bear1nl edge must span

This straight edge should be held in a

line pare.llel to the center line and as f?r awa.y
from the center line on both sides of the shaft as is
convenient, so that no possible twist in shaft will
develope.
In heavy ground inclined shafts are timbered
similar to vertical shafts, the eete being placed
nomal to the dip.

The hanging wall plates are

often of deeper seotion than the footwall plates to
withstand the greater strain.
dip that

75

In shafts of greater

degrees the studdles are often omitted

and the wall plates are allowed to extend beyond the

-29-

end plates which are framed with V tenons,

16 indicates.

~B

figure

If studdles are used, however, the

end plates are framed withsquare tenons.
The placing of timbers in an inclined shaft is
attended with more difficulty than in a vertical
shaft because there is always considera.ble lifting to
be done.

First a temporary staging must be bUilt

for the timber crew to stand upon.

Three stulls,

resting in hitches and tightly wedged, with 2" inch
planks laid across them, serve satisfactorily.

It

is then necessary to see that the walls will be in
the clear of the outside of the set all around.

The

footwall plate is lowered to the platform, preferably on a timber car.

It is placed in position

wi th due regard for a.lignment wi th the footwall plate!

above and it must be perfectly level.

The procedure

for alignment is similar to that described above exoept that the line is a given distance away fram the
edge of the framing for the end plates.

A point

on the new wall plate measured a like distance from
the edge of the framing is placed approximately in
line with the string, and then shifted into exact
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alignment by means of wedges.

When the footwall

plate has been wedged at both end and made secure
the hanging bolts are put in, the posta, if used,
eet in their respective daps and the bolts s(!rewed
up.

The hanging wall plate, posts, end plates

and dividers are next lowered to the platform.
The hanging wall plate is lifted and the poets and
end

pl~tee

are held in position while the hanging

bolts are quickly adjusted and screwed tightly.
The set is wedged temporarily,

~ligned

in the same

manner as the footwall plate and then wedged permanently.

Placing of the dividers completes the

set.
Lagging is necessary in ground that has a
tendency to spall off along the walls.

Two inch

planks cut in lengths to span two or more sets are
nailed in poei tion behind hanging we.ll B,nd end
plates.

I flagging i B nai led to the footwall

plates the work should not be done until after the
stringers for the rails have been bolted down.
To avoid disarrangement or even collapse of
the structure, bearers, or heavy timbers extending
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F; '3. 17 ShaFt TI...,be dng in Runn'''g G

OUI7<:I.

r
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across the ende

0

f the shaft, rest i.ng thei rends

in hitches are introduced at about
vals.

50

foot inter-

The enda of the wall plates reet upon the

bearers, the end plates being placed in the usual
manner.
In swelling ground provision must be made
for cutting away ground along the shaft and easing
the timbers.

Under such conditions the ahaft is

made large enough to allow a apace of
outside the shaft timbers.

2f

or 3 feet

The main set is placed

in the usual manner except that the wall plates
do not extend beyond the end plates, and are held
away from the wall with timbers, blocks and wedges.
The timbers or bridges are placed around the entire
sat wi th lagging inserted between the bridge and
wall plates.

The lagging is driven ahead of

excavation into the soft ground and kept pointed
outward by means of blocks above the bridges as
shown in figure

17.

Timbering in bad ground is

carried on close to the bottom.
The work of timbering can proceed while drilling is being done,

~fter

the staging has been

-32-

erected to provide against
bottom of the shaft.

f~lling

objects in the

A trap door should be pro-

vided at the collar of the shaft and kept closed
except during periods of hoisting.

Timber bulk-

heads should be built in the shaft with openings
just large enough for
skip.

pass~ge

of the bucket or

These, however, must be at least

above the

bott~~

75

feet

to avoid being torn out by con-

cussion of the blast.
I,A.dderways should be maintained as near the
working face as possible without being torn out by
blast.

Below this point wire rope or wooden

extension ladders should be used to reach the
bottom.
A good hoisting signal must be maintained.
A galvanized guy strand of about 3/16 " diameter
and mine gong are serviceable for a depth of 400
or 500 feet.
adVisable.

Beyond this electric signalling

j.B

As a matter of safety the bucket or

ekip should be stopped

15

feet above the bottom

until rung down by a workman.
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SH:·,Jrr STATIONS

The cutting of

~

~tations

.QBE POCKETS,

and ore pockets 1s

usually done in connection with shaft sinking.

The

shaft is usually sunk to a depth 40 or ,0 feet below
the point where it is decided to establish a level
and an

ir.~11ned

raise is started about 10 feet above

bott~n

on not less than a ,0 degree slope on the

hanging wall side.

As soon as a pocket of ample

size to accomodate production fram the level has
been stoped out around the raise, strong chutes are
built to provide for the loading of muck directly
into the skip.

The type of chute depends upon the

amount and si ze of rock to be handled.

For coaree

material steel plates, sliding vertically in guides
bolted to posts, and operated by direct acting air
cylinders, are fairly dependable.

For small tonnage

amd moderately fine are hand operated arc gates are
frequently used.

GRtes must be provided for both

the storage pocket and the measuring pocket, the
latter being, if possible, just large enough to hold
one skip load of ore.

Space must be allowed on

-34-

stat-iOr7
Grizzl

Storage'
Fbcke't-

-- ~
F"i9. 18 . Shaft

~

station and LOCldir?g pockel-.

34,

either side of the chutes for convenience of the chute
operator.
The statiolls r;hould be out at lee.st 12 feet high
and

25

feet wide to provide ample roam for unloading

pipe and lang timbers.

The ore pocket 1s usually

provided with a grizzly made of heavy rail.

A chain

black hung fran an eye-bolt wedged in the roof of the
station near one of the hoisting compartments, proves
very serviceable for unloading heavy equipment.

Figure

18 illustrates the station and are pocket construction.

ORGAN! ZATI ON,

Organization of the crew is governed by conditions
such as type and amount of labor available, efficiency
and dependability of equipment, size of shaft, nature
of ground and the matter as to whether low coat or
speed of operation are of prime importance.

There are

two general ,ystems of organizing the underground work
of sinking.

One provides for machine men to do the

drilling and blasting, and lower priced men, working
with them on opposite Ahifts, to do the mucking.

-35-

This system demands close supp.rvision, a strict
schedule and very dependable equipment.
The other system provides for all labor to be
used indiscrimate1y to drill, muck and timber, eaoh
shift taking up the work where the other left off.
This system makes for greater speed but theoretically
it is more costly.
A combinati on of the two systems whereirl the same
men do the mucking and drilling, and a different crew
do all timbering, can be established providing a
regular sohedule is followed.

Some such schedule as

the following is qUite satisfactory where the round is
blasted in two relays:

six hours in which to drill the

entire round; two hours for removing equipment blowing
holes and blasting the first relay; one and one-half
hours for blowing out smoke. eight hours for mucking
out the first relay; one-half hour for blasting the
second relay and six hours for mucking the seoond
relay.

Timbering is done wi thin the six hours of

drilling.

-36-

The
one top

surfa~e

traIT~er

crew will consist of one hoistman,
for each mucking shift, one steel

sharpener and one general repai man.

oo8T8.

The cost of equipment for a sinking plant varies
sO greatly acc ordi ng to si ze A.nd. depth of shaft, amount
of water encountered and hardness of the ground that
no genere.l set of figures would be of much value from
an estimating standpoint for a specific project.
However, oome contractors provide themselves with
equipment for sinking shafts to

~ertain

depths and

for handling a definite maximum of water.

The

following i8 an estimate of cost of new equipment
necessary

for sinking a three compartment shaft

a depth of 500 feet, assuming the water flow does
not exceed 40 gallons per minute.
1 ..

175 h.p. Deisel Engine

.....

Direct connected to
Generator with exciter,
Bwitch bOA-rd, starting unit
and circulation pump.
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$10,000

1 - 660 cu. ft. cap. 2 stage air compressor ••• 3980.00
belted to 100 h.p. induction
motor.

·..

1140.00

600 feet 3/4" hoistlng rope and att<1.clunents •••

180.00

1 - motor-dri ven single drum hoist 35 h.p.

1 -

3/4 ton .skip ••

...

275.00

1 -

wooden headframe and sheave. • • • • • •••

500.00

1 -

drill sharpener, furnace & accessories

4 -

5Ci1 ja,ckhanunere.

. .

..

.

...•

•

•• 2000.00

•••

900.00

40 - sets of drill steel • • • • • • • • • •••

300.00

Air and water pipe • • •

· . . . ·..

290.00

5-

each air and water hoees • • • • • • • • • • •

140.00

1 -

oinking pump,Buction hoses & foot valvee ••

750.00

2 - 16 cu. ft. dump care and rail. • • • • •••

355.00

Ventilating fan and tubing • • • • • • • • • ••

250.00

Buildings. . . • . •• • • • • • • • • • • •••

800.00

Tools and sundry items. • • • • • • • • • ••• 1000.00
TOTAL

•

• • •

• • • • • •

$22860.00

These figures do not include cost of transportation
and erection of machinery.

Co&t of installation of

the above may be estimated at $2500.
of

l~rge

For a ehaft

crOBB section, having at least two hoisting

-38-

compartments, the use of two independent hoists and
two ski ps 1s an eoonomi 08.1 proC!edure.
RO infonnative figures on cost of the sinking

operation Can be given due to the wide variation of
~onditions

encountered in different localities.

The

cost per foot advanced is only of value for shafts
of the same cross section, and cost per C!ubic foot of
sh~ft
~he

volume would not be of comparative value because

cost would not vary in direct ratio to volume
However, it is of

for different sized shafts.

some value to know the cost of shafts which have been
put down in the pa.st.

Taking the average cost of

four each of 2-compartment, 3-compartment and
4-campartment shafte,. whi ch were sunk in vari ous
years ranging from 1910 to 1935. and under varying
condi ti one, we arri ve at the follow! ng costs;
Av. <.;ost per ft.

·....

2-compartment
3-campartment • • • •
4-c ampa rtment • •••

$27.51
49.83
77.16

Present labor and supply costs would probably average
25% more.
-39-

SPEED.
The number of feet advanced per drill shi ft
does not vary so greatly according to the croee
Bectior~l

large

area as does the cost per foot.

ah~ft

In a

a proportionally greater number of

drillers and muckere can be employed, hence, other
conditions being equal, the rate of advance should
be nearly the eame for a large or small shaft.

How-

ever, the amount of water to be pumped, hardness of
ground and strength of walls ure factors which have
a very important bearing on the length of time required to complete a shaft of a certain depth.

The

average advance per 8 hour shift for the twelve
shifts mentioned above was 1.67 ft.

,Good records

in shaft sinking require carefUl planning and
preparation, aerviceable and efficient equipment on
surface and underground, a loyal and experienced
crew, a practical working schedUle and close
superVision.
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ai r . • • • • • • • 38

drilling

• • • • • 20

water • • • • • • • 38
Insta11ati on • • • • • 38
Jackhammers

• • • • • 9-14

Labor • • •

• • • • • 20-36-39

Ladders • •

• • • • • 33

Lagging • •

• • • • • 31-32

Location

·•

•

• • • 3

Machinery •

• • • • •

Mucking • •

• • • • • 25-35-36

7

organiza.tion • • • • • 35
Pipe • • • • • • • • • 21-35-38
pockets, ore • • • • • 34
posts • • •

·..•

• 31

powder

• • •

• • •

Power

• • •

• • • • 7-8

c1 rout t

• • • • 23

-43-

Pumps,
cameron • • • • • • 15
centri fugal • • • • 16
plunger • • • • • • 16
sinker. • • • • • • 9-38
Raila • • • • • • • • • • 26-28
Shaft sinking • • • • • • 6-7-34-40
Shafts,
collar • • • • •• 18-33
inclined • • • • • 1-2-3-5-12-29-30
stations • • • • • 34-35
Shop • • • • •

• • • • • 18

skids

• • • . • 11-26

••••

Skip • • • • •

• • • • • 10-12-13-26-38

Speed

• • • • • 36-40

••••

Steel,
drill. • •

• • • • 10-14-38

guage

••

• • • • 14

plates • •

• • • • 26

sharpener • • • • • 17-37
Itringers • • •

• • • • • 28

Stu11s • • • •

• • • . • 30
-44-

fimbering • • • • • • • • 36
Timbers • • • • • • • •• 19-27-35
Transportation

• • • • • 38

Tubing. • ••

• • • • • 16-17-38

Water

• • • • • 9-16-19-37

• • ••

Wedges • • ••

• • • • • 32

